The Orchid King: Henry Frederick Conrad Sander
THE JOURNEY TO ST ALBANS
In 2017, Fleetville Diaries, our local history group, decided to ‘adopt a grave’ at Hatfield Road Cemetery - that of
Frederick Sander & his close family. This exhibition pays tribute to the extraordinary achievements of both Frederick
Sander and his son-in-law, Henry Moon.
Roezl’s statue in Prague

At only 18 years of age, Henry Frederick Conrad Sander said farewell to his
native city of Bremen because he feared for the future of a newly-united
Germany. Reputedly, he arrived in England with only half a crown in his pocket
but what we do know is that he eventually managed to find work as an assistant
nurseryman in the village of St Mary Cray in Kent. It was here that he met
Elizabeth Fearnley, the daughter of a paper manufacturer and local landowner. It
seems that the wide social divide between the two wasn’t a problem. The
Fearnleys were a well-connected family whose wealth would have helped
Frederick enormously when he eventually married Elizabeth. She had a large
sum settled on her and the fact that Frederick’s relations with his in-laws were

Henry Frederick Conrad Sander
©Peter Sander

always cordial is testament to his charm, dynamism and obvious potential even
at this early stage of life.
In 1875, they bought an existing seed merchant’s premises, Messrs. Joslings, in
George Street, St Albans, and soon began to extend the building, buying more
land behind on which Frederick built greenhouses with his own hand. And so
the orchid nursery began. In the early 1880s, Sander’s fortunes lurched from one
crisis to another (as they always did); he had little idea how to run an office
environment and neither did he know how to manage his finances. In good
periods he would spend money on whatever was the favourite project of the
time. The fact that Sander’s Nurseries kept going so long is a miracle achieved
through Frederick’s astonishing flair with plants … and his luck when a new or
rare specimen pitched up in St Albans which could be propagated and sold at

The Sander family home at
Camp. © Bill Thompson

The George Street premises
today.

great profit in the auctions.
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that orchids would be his life’s work
and resolved to found his own
company to import them. Roezl
became one of Sander’s principal plant
hunters and introduced him to the
Rothschild family whose assistance and
patronage helped Sander immeasurably
over the years. Sander and Roezl kept
up their friendship until Roezl’s death in
1884.
*Frederick Sander: The Orchid King by

In 1881, Frederick was able to buy land from Earl Spencer on the south-eastern side of St Albans where he immediately
began the construction of an extraordinary glasshouse complex and a large family house. Above (left) is an early picture
of the Sander home at Camp Road, completed in 1886, before the trees had grown up around it. The house was built
in haste, without a damp course and having flimsy foundations. Above the imposing front entrance were carved the
words, Domini est terra et plenitudo eius (For the earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof).

c1870 Married Elizabeth Fearnley

1914-18 Decline of the orchid empire

more lands than he could count on his
fingers’*. Sander immediately realised

Arthur Swinson.

The Life of Frederick Sander
1847

Benedikt Roezl – Plant Hunter
When Sander was still in Lewisham, he
met the Czech, Benedikt Roezl, a plant
hunter who had ‘sought orchids in

Professor Heinrich Gustav Reichenbach - Orchidologist
It isn’t clear when Sander first met fellow German, Reichenbach, but they were certainly
close colleagues, if not close friends, by the time Sander arrived in St Albans. Reichenbach
was the foremost European expert and taxonomist of orchids and it was to him that orchid
growers would send new specimens for classification. Reichenbach could make fortunes for
nurserymen like Sander, simply by identifying a new and therefore rare specimen; the rich
and famous would clamour at the auctioneers’ doors, offering enormous sums for the
pleasure of being a rare plant owner. Sander and Reichenbach would exchange numerous
letters, sometimes in English to prevent continental rivals from understanding what they
were discussing. Sander would cleverly glean information from Reichenbach about his
opponents’ collectors activities! Reichenbach was feared for his sarcasm and biting tongue.
Frederick, however, gave as good as he got!
They remained close colleagues and kept in contact right until Reichenbach’s death in 1889.
Frederick was furious, however, that in his will, Reichenbach stipulated that his herbarium
should be sealed for 25 years after his death; a very selfish act which harmed ‘orchid
science’.

Elizabeth Sander

©Peter Sander

Elizabeth was described by her son, Fearnley, as ‘a

loving soul who had been really beautiful when a
girl’. She and Frederick had a loving and close

relationship but it is said that she never showed
any interest in orchids at all.
Whilst living in Lewisham, they had first a
daughter, Eliza Diederike, and then their first son,
Conrad Fearnley. Once they had settled in St
Albans, another son, Louis Lohman, was born in
1878 and then Frederick Kropp in 1876.

“ … Sander did more to popularise orchids than nearly any other grower
of the time, bringing them within financial reach of persons of modest
means. The firm became recognised as the showplace of horticulture in
Europe …” Extract from obituary
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Henry Frederick Sander & Henry Moon:
CONTEXT
Wilhelm Micholitz who
discovered Cypripedium
chamberlainianium (after
Joseph Chamberlain) in
Sumatra in 1892

Professor Heinrich
Reichenbach, leading
orchid expert &
taxonomist of the day,
after whom the
Reichenbachia is
named..

Empress Augusta
Victoria of
Prussia. Volume
2 of the
Reichenbachia
was dedicated to
her in 1888.

Queen Maria
Henriette of the
Belgians. Volume 2
of the 2nd series of
the Reichenbachia
was dedicated to
her in 1894.

Louis Forget who
discovered Laelia
gouldiana in
Mexico in 1911.

Carl Röbelen, who
made for Sander
the career-changing
discovery of Vanda
sanderiana on
Mindanao in 1882

Victorian High Society
During the late 19th century, Britain was
experiencing a period of unprecedented
wealth, thanks to its global empire. Vastly
rich landowners and industrialists were
working their way up the social ladder by
building impressive country houses and
injecting money into established
aristocratic families through astute
marriages. Britain attracted Europeans like
Sander and de Rothschild because it
offered economic opportunities and safety
from war and persecution in some cases.
One way in which favour & acceptance
could be gained might be by dedicating
fine works of art to a royal personage or
by spending vast sums on lavish occasions
for a great many influential people. Both
Sander and de Rothschild understood this
Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild, means of making social progress. & made
vastly wealthy orchid enthusiast,
the most of it.
would order vast quantities of
Sander’s plants for Waddesdon
Empress Maria Foedorovna
Manor to be enjoyed by royalty,
of Russia. Volume 1 of the
and the great and the good of
2nd series of the
Victorian society at his weekend
Reichenbachia was
parties.
dedicated to her in 1892.
William Watson,
curator at Kew who
took in Frederick
Sir Trevor Lawrence,
Kropp as a trainee.
one of the world's
Fred later married
leading orchid
Watson’s daughter,
collectors, presided at
Isobel. He is buried
the RHS conference on
in Hatfield Road
hybridisation in 1899,
Cemetery
the first international

Orchidelirium
…was the name given to the Victorian era
when collecting orchids reached
extraordinarily high levels. Wealthy orchid
fanatics sent professional collectors to travel
for months all over the world in search of
rare new species. These expensive
expeditions were often shrouded in secrecy
and it was not unusual for collectors to
spread misleading information about the
locations where new orchids were found.
The cultivation of orchids started in England
in the early 19th century. New exotic
orchids were most often sold at auction in
London, fetching extravagant prices. During
this time very little was known about the
cultivation of orchids and their survival rate
was dismal. Sander, however, developed
skilful methods of orchid husbandry at his
nursery on Camp Road.

©Peter Sander

Queen Victoria
appointed Sander as the
Royal Orchid Grower.
Volume 1 of
Reichenbachia was
dedicated to her in 1888.

conference on genetics.
Benedikt Röezl, old
friend and
confidante of
Sander, was a
seasoned plant
hunter who
encouraged him in
his orchid
enterprise.

Alice de Rothschild was
formidable gardener and
heir to Baron Ferdinand.
She took in Louis
Lohman Sander as a
trainee at her gardens at
Grasse in the south of
France.

©National Trust

Sir Joseph Hooker,
hugely influential
botanist & Fellow of
the Linnean Society
of London,
sponsored by
Charles Darwin.

©NPG
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Frederick Kitton, famous Dickens
biographer & artist, moved to St Albans
to focus on writing and etchings of St
Albans. He became heavily involved
with civic activities and curated archives
at the City Museum. He illustrated
many publications including the Herts
Ad. & was a very active member of
what is now SAHAAS.

©St Albans Museums

William Robinson was a hugely influential gardener & journalist who
introduced the idea of the natural English garden using native British plants; he
fought against the planting of formal Italian style gardens. He employed
Henry Moon as an illustrator for The Garden in 1881 and eventually became a
close friend. He was a Fellow of the Linnean Society of London (sponsored by
Darwin) and a devotee of the Arts & Crafts movement and was sympathetic to
the Pre-raphaelite Brotherhood. He established The Garden magazine which
was an extraordinary success. He contributed to numerous periodicals and
published several gardening books in his long career. He became a wealthy
man and in 1885 he bought the Gravetye Manor estate in Surrey where he was
able to put into practice his idea of the informal English garden.

English Impressionist, Henry Mitton Wilson’s oil & watercolour
paintings feature rural idylls & views of St Albans such as the
Clock Tower. His popular paintings would, today, be regarded
as sentimental although Girl in the Pink Dress featuring his wife
lounging on the beach in Hastings stands the test of time. This
skilful self-portrait (below) is in the St Albans Museums’
collection.

The St Albans
Community of Artists

Many of the artists had moved
to this thriving market town as it was the
perfect picturesque country base from which
they could commute into London. For
others, it was simply where they had friends
or family. The Edwardian period was a time
of great change for the city with an
enormous amount of building activity and
an impressive number of civic events such as
pageants. This movement of artists was
concerned about the change in the
countryside resulting from depopulation,
and about the demolition of ancient
buildings to make way for new
developments. Henry George Moon formed
the Moo-Kitt sketching club with Frederick
Kitton. It is Henry Mitton Wilson, however,
who is perhaps better known.

Eleanor Anne Ormerod,
local resident ;
renowned
entomologist, lecturer at
the Royal Agricultural
The Linnean Society of London
… was founded in 1788 by botanist Sir JamesCollege & Fellow of the
Smith. The society derives its name from the Meteorological Society
and good friend of
Swedish naturalist Carolus Linnaeus, the
Joseph Hooker and
'father of taxonomy', who systematised
possibly of William
biological classification to what we know
Watson.
today. It is the oldest natural history society in
the world. The society has always been a nonpolitical and non-sectarian institution, existing
solely for the furtherance of natural history.
The first public exposition of the 'Theory of
Evolution by Natural Selection, arguably the
greatest single leap of progress made in
biology, was presented to a meeting of the
Linnean Society on 1 July 1858. At this
meeting, joint papers by Charles Darwin and
Alfred Russell Wallace were presented by
Joseph Hooker and Charles Lyell as neither
author could be present on the day.
Peter Veitch, scion
of the famous
Veitch family of
nurserymen, plant
hunters &hybridisers
(including orchids).
He was a member
of the Linnean
Society.

©NPG
Gertrude Jekyll,
horticulturist, Arts &
Crafts garden
designer & lifetime
friend of Robinson;
she contributed
articles to

The Garden

magazine.

© NPG

William Morris,
prolific designer
& mainstay of
the Arts & Crafts
movement. He
contributed
articles to The

Garden.
© National
Portrait Gallery
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The Arts and Crafts Movement

…was a force for change in the decorative
and fine arts that began in Britain and
flourished in Europe and North America
roughly between 1880 & 1920. It stood for
traditional craftsmanship using simple forms,
often using medieval, romantic or folk styles
of decoration. It was embraced by designers,
architects, town planners and even gardeners.
It also advocated economic and social reform.
It was inspired by the ideas of architect
Augustus Pugin, writer John Ruskin and
designer William Morris. It was largely a
reaction against the perceived impoverished
state of the decorative arts as a result of cheap
mass production methods being adopted at
the time and the conditions in which items
John Singer Sargent,
were produced.
painter & friend of
.
William Robinson
who donated trees to
the Gravetye Manor
estate.

© NPG
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John
Ruskin,
influential
polymath
& Arts &
Crafts
enthusiast
who
contributed
articles to

The
Garden.
© NPG

Henry Frederick Sander & Henry Moon:
THE ORCHID HUNTERS
Frederick Sander, the linguist
Very soon after Sander opened the shop on George
Street in 1876, he began dispatching his plant
hunters abroad because the records at Kew show
that over the next five years, he had sent in at least
14 specimens for identification. Incidentally, Sander
was able to write in English, German, French and
Spanish so he liked to employ Europeans. This gave
him a distinct advantage over other British rival
collectors as any letters intercepted by them would
need to be translated, thus buying him time in the
process.
Sander trained his hunters to write in a kind of code
so that , even after translation, the contents were
difficult to understand.

William Arnold was often at the
receiving end of Sander’s anger. He
frequently
complained
about
Arnold’s careless packing and lack of
discretion. Arnold
eventually
succeeded in bringing
from
Venezuala the profitable Cattleya
labiata percivaliana in 1881.
© Peter Sander

Mau was with Sander from
early days and was successful
in sending to St Albans from
Bogota, the gorgeous Cattleya
sanderiana in 1890. © Peter
Sander

The Orchid Hunters
Frederick employed an extraordinary number of ‘travellers’ – 23 at one stage - who would
brave hazardous sea voyages, extreme tropical climates, deadly disease, unpredictable and
often dangerous tribes and unknown terrain for the precarious reward of being the
(presumably well-rewarded) discoverer of a new specimen. They came from all over
Europe: Arnold, Falconburg, Röbelen, Micholitz, Forget, Digance, Klaboch, Wallis, Oversluys
and Ericsson, to name but a few. They were frequently only paid after sending emergency
cables to Sander and then he would often question them about their impecunious habits! It
was a dangerous existence:

Wilhelm Micholitz who
discovered the stunning Vanda
watsonii (named after William
Watson, curator at Kew, and
whose daughter married
Frederick Kropp). It was found
in Lang Bian, Vietnam, in
1904.

Public domain Cambridge
University

Loyal Employees
The unusual aspect of Micholitz and
Forget was that, in a time when the
large
variety
of
self-employed
collectors sold to Sander off their own
bat, Sander continued to employ these
two full time. It was expensive - paid
for by the Bruges nursery profits. This
probably didn’t make good financial
sense but his passion was for orchids,
not money!

“Klaboch, Roezle’s nephew, was killed in Mexico,; Arnold disappeared on a voyage up the
Orinoco; Digence was shot by natives in Brazil; Falkenburg died in Panama; Wallis was
murdered in Ecuador; Hendres murdered in the Rio Hacha; Brown murdered in
Madagascar; and Osmers, Sander’s first traveller, was killed in the Far East. The toll of life
was a frightful one.”
“The Orchid King” by Arthur Swinson

Louis Forget who brought back
the show-stopping

Once a new specimen was discovered, it was the hunter’s duty to collect as many as
possible, packing them carefully in dry moss, often disguising the contents as some other
commodity, and dispatching them to St Albans. On arrival, Sander was frequently
disappointed and angered to find that the goods had rotted or shrivelled up.

Odontoglossum crispum Fred K
Sander from Bogota in 1906

A very Victorian Obsession

ANNUS MIRABILIS

It was in their sale room that, after an epic battle with a fellow enthusiast, Sir Trevor Lawrence … acquired the one single
plant of Aerides lawrenciae imported by Frederick Sander from the Philippines. Lawrence … paid 235 guineas for this
treasure, the equivalent of £14,000 today. The German taxonomist Heinrich Reichenbach named the orchid after Sir
Trevor's wife, who, he wrote, "is considered to afford the most ardent stimulus to Sir Trevor's love for Aerides, always
desiring the progress of the grand collection at Burford Lodge.“
The Independent

Saturday 29 May 2004

The discovery of Vanda sanderiana
Manila, 27th January 1882
A letter from Carl Röebelin, plant hunter

Professor Reichenbach’s response
Once Reichenbach had examined the new specimen, he sent
Sander this note. “I think it goes to you with full music and

“Dear Mr. Sander, Now about my journey to Mindanao: I am amazed how I managed to get
away from there with my health intact* . But let me talk about the plants. The first one I found
may be a rather magnificent ………. The other flowers attached to this letter are, I believe,
Saccolabium**, in any case a marketable thing that will bring me my first pennies. The plant has
leaves that are a little broader and longer than P. violaceum, otherwise the same shape, but the
leaves are not lined. The two petals, the upper sepals are violet, towards the lip they have some
purple stripes, however the two lower sepals have a brown/yellow background, with many
broad veins, violet at the margin, column yellow, lip brown/green, diameter 12 cm, the lower
sepals alone 7 cm each. Flower stalk upright, 1 – 1 ½ ‘ long ……… It was a massive giant of a
plant and seems to be a real flowerer, the open flowers look like Od. vexillarium, only bigger.
Without doubt, this is new and of great value. Unfortunately there was not enough time to
collect these things. It would be best not to publish anything about this so that no one starts
sending people to collect them. It is my intention to go back there immediately after my arrival
from Europe, in case there are more to be found. Therefore, caution. Of course, I want to talk to
you about this beforehand. “

open banners. This is a fabulous success of yours over others
and (it) must increase your fame.” Later, he named the plant

Vanda sanderiana: this was the orchid that placed Frederick
Sander in the centre of the orchid growing world of the late
19th century. In subsequent years, many orchids were to bear
the Sander epithet.
© Peter Sander

*He may be referring to the climate and disease encountered in that region although Arthur Swinson tells an
amazing story, gleaned from popular writer, Frederick Boyle, about marauding native tribes and a huge
earthquake!)
* *A variant of the Vandeae tribe.

The stunning vanda sanderiana, is
considered to be the "Queen of
Philippine flowers" and is worshipped
as a diwata by the indigenous Bagabo
people on the Island of Mindanau.
The Pilipino people call it waling-

The orchid enthusiast and
friend of Sander, Frederick
Boyle, was a prolific and
much-admired writer. His florid
account of the discovery of
Vanda sanderiana is much
dramatised in his 1893 book,
‘The Orchid Seekers’ in which
Röebelen had to undertake a
perilous journey to the interior
of Mindanau. He met hostile
tribes, braved a horrendous
storm and was even tossed
about by an earthquake before
accidentally stumbling across
the much-sought-after orchid
high up in the rainforest
canopy.

Lake Buluan on the Island of Mindanao

waling.
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About Carl Röebelin from Arthur Swinson’s
book, ‘Frederick Sander: The Orchid King’.

He practised Sander’s doctrine of security to
an incredible degree, moving silently and
swiftly, not even disclosing his movements to
fellow employees. Though there is no
evidence that he ‘went native’, he certainly
identified himself with the countries in which
he worked; he did not frequent hotels used by
Europeans, or try to keep up any position.
Probably he lived with native women. He
was a good linguist and came to understand
the ways of the East, with the result that he
could pick up any information that was going;
and his operating costs were far cheaper than
those of other collectors who … regarded
him as something of a tramp.

www.fleetvillediaries.org

Henry Frederick Sander & Henry Moon:
THE ORCHID BUSINESS

Sander’s Orchid Nursery in 1928.
Notice the Campfield Press in the centre, the cemetery (top right), the Rubber Works (bottom left), the Electricity Works
(bottom right) and the Hatfield to St Albans Railway cutting across from left to right.

© Britain From Above

World War 1. The St Albans City Service Tribunal
“By 1916, Sander was having a mixed war. On the one hand, he had lost access to his nursery in Bruges
following the German invasion. On the other, he was picking up business in South America and the USA from
German competitors hit by the Royal Navy blockade … Sander used these export opportunities in his
application to the tribunal in May 1916 to have 5 of his male employees exempted. After all, he claimed, his
business was in the national interest, his exports generating essential hard currency for the Exchequer. Sander
had already lost 23 men to the services and needed these five to keep the business going.”© “St Albans: Life on the Home

The Camp Premises
The orchid enthusiast and traveller, Frederick Boyle, visited the nursery at the
height of its fame. He describes vast glasshouses, some up to 400 feet long, and in
the entrance area he was amazed to see a tall tufa construction with water
trickling down it through gem-like clumps of orchids, with ivory, rose, purple and
scarlet varieties in every possible nook and cranny. Different varieties of orchid
needed different conditions; some warm and humid, others cooler and so on, so
there were 12 glasshouses in all. There were workshops for tending the plants and
creating ever more imaginative ways of displaying them. He witnessed the arrival
of a new consignment of plants from Burma and then watched the careful
unpacking process; the staff, cautious not to damage plants, were wary of any
unpleasant hitchhikers in the boxes such as spiders and scorpions. By the way, en
route to St Albans, Sander had men to oversee the welfare of his orchids at
transfer docks and stations along their journey. Boyle also came across the
composing room where “the most skilful craftsmen to be found, the finest paper,

the most deliberate and costly processes, to rival great works of the past in
illustrating modern science” were being employed in creating his great work, the
Reichenbachia. At its peak, Sander’s Orchids employed around 100 workers.
According to the Gardener’s Chronicle’ in March 1884, ‘The old premises in town,
which, with a fast trotting horse for transit and the telephone for speech, brings
the new one quite close to it, is still devoted to the new plants on trial.’ In fact,
George Street wasn’t closed down until 1886.

Front 1914-18” Edit by Jon Mein, Anne Wares and Sue Mann

In May 2016, Sander was able to argue well enough to gain his employees, Horace Goodenough and Charles
Faulkner, exemption from service whilst Frederick Fisher, Samuel Kiff and Mark T Allen had their appeals
rejected.
Goodenough and Faulkner had their exemptions withdrawn in March 2017, however.
Goodenough (aged 29) joined the Royal Engineers and gained a Victory medal whilst Faulkner (aged 38 with
8 children at home) was probably assigned garrison service as he was classified as a C1.

World War 1. The St Albans City Service Tribunal
About women.
When Sander was asked why he was not recruiting women to
replace the men sent to war, he replied that he could not put any
women in charge of one of his forty glasshouses.
His attitude to women is revealed in a private letter: “No, girls
are no good. Out of 16 we have here, only one is tolerable.
They have killed and are killing thousands of plants. You cannot
teach them.” © ‘Frederick Sander ,the Orchid King’ by Arthur Swinson

One of Sander’s orchid vans.
Before these were put into use,
ordinary passenger coaches were
adapted for carrying orchids.
© National Railway Museum, York

1949
“Bill Faulkner*, with 46 years’
devoted service to Sanders, is
examining a Cypripedium orchid;
under its leaves, several dozen young
seedlings are growing, all raised on
the mother plant.
A younger
member of the firm (at the
microscope) is engaged on cytological
work and the raising of seeds
symbiotically.
In the right hand
corner stands a mature Cattleya
which can be raised to flower in six
or seven years by modern methods.”

THE YEARS AFTER 1945

At first, Sander built a railway halt on the
Hatfield to St Albans branch line at the
southern tip of the main glasshouse complex,
to the east of the bridge over Camp Road. His
great grandson, Bill Thompson, was told that
his uncles, Henry and Phillip, as children,
would hide underneath the wooden platform
and spy on the trains rolling by. Some time in
the 1890s, however, a new siding was built to
the west of Camp Road, adjacent to the
Salvation Army halt. It was used for the
delivery of coal to heat the greenhouses and,
of course, for the despatch of orchids to all
parts of the world. Sander had two railway
coaches built for orchid transport with
‘Sander’s Orchid Nursery – please return to St
Albans’ carefully picked out on the sides.

N7 tank engine and 25 wagons derailed at 15 mph following
vandalism at Camp Road, St Albans (Sanders' Siding), 1955.
No one was hurt. Notice the chimney at the Salvation Army
printing works in the background on the right.

© Peter Sander

*Is he a relative of Charles Faulkner who
appeared twice at the WW1 tribunal?
© St Albans, The Story of Its City & Its People

1956

© St Albans,

The Story of Its City
& Its People

1949
Sander’s
staff
during
Southport
Show
time.

1949

“Chasing up
Chromosomes”
© Peter Sander

© Peter
Sander

This looks like a Sander’s works outing. 1950s ©St Albans Museums

Apprentices? 1950s ©St Albans Museums

Sander’s Orchid buildings along Camp Road
before demolition to make way for St Alban
and St Stephen School.
No problem about female workers! 1950s ©St Albans Museums

A break from hauling coal for the
boilers. 1950s ©St Albans Museums

Composting? 1950s ©St Albans Museums

The Sander Nursery on Camp Road closed in the winter of
1957/8. The last surviving son of Frederick, Conrad Fearnley,
had died earlier in the year which was possibly the key factor,
along with high running costs and declining demand for
orchids, in making the decision. Many of the Sander
Foundation’s original collection were purchased by collectors.
Some plants were even too expensive for members of the
family to buy!
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Henry Frederick Sander & Henry Moon:
THE SANDER FAMILY
Very little is known about Eliza Diederike (or Didi as
she was affectionately known). She was brought up
in a patriarchal atmosphere in a fine house with

Henry

© Bill
Thompson

servants. She had probably known Henry Moon for
about 10 years before they were married in January
1894 at St Albans Abbey. This was in Sander’s
Nursery’s golden years and no expense was spared!
The bride was festooned in beautiful white orchids (as

Philip

© Bill
Thompson

were the 5 bridesmaids) and her white velvet dress
was

Henry Moon 1857 – 1905

© Bill Thompson

trimmed

with

ostrich

honeymooned in Italy.

feathers.

They

Henry and Diederike

© Bill
Thompson

subsequently raised 3 children.
Red dots show those who are buried or
commemorated in Hatfield Road
Cemetery, St Albans.

Alice
Edith
Mary

More about Henry Moon and his family on another
Eliza Dietriche Sander 1872 – 1942

Buried at Thirsk

panel.

© Bill Thompson

Conrad Fearnley Sander had an engaging personality and was closely associated with his father in founding
and maintaining the nursery at Bruges in 1894. At the outset of the first world war, in 1914, Belgium was
soon occupied by the German army. As an English citizen, Fearnley had to leave with his family and went
to live in Chiswick, working locally for intelligence as a translator; another excellent linguist.
At that time, Fearnley dropped his Germanic "Conrad Friederich" and used his mother’s maiden name. This
change was done by deed poll in 1917, the same year as the Royal family adopted their new name. He was
made a Chevalier of the Order of the Crown of Belgium for his service to that country’s horticulture. He
had an engaging personality and was greatly loved by his employees. Fearnley married twice; first to
Marguerite Galienne and then to Freda Waugh, fathering 9 children in all. He loved the countryside and
in later life moved to Woburn Sands in Bedfordshire, where he died. He is buried in Hatfield Road
cemetery.
Conrad Fearnley Sander 1874- 1957

© Peter Sander

Heinrich Frederick Conrad Sander 1846-1920
m
Elizabeth Fearnley 1847-1922

Frederick (or Fritz to his friends) served as a student gardener at Kew where he worked with the soon-tobe curator, William Watson (also buried in Hatfield Road Cemetery). Frederick married Watson’s daughter,

© Peter Sander

Isobel. Frederick Kropp was a skilled linguist and managed the St Albans branch and sometimes the more
profitable one in Bruges. He was characterised by Arthur Swinson as being easy-going and very loyal to his
father. Faced with the problem of rapidly growing numbers of names for orchid hybrids, chaotic usage and
lack of standards, the company, in particular Frederick Kropp, was innovative in creating the Orchid
Hybrid List. The original copy of the Orchid Hybrid List, published in 1946, hand-written by Frederick
himself, is in safe keeping at that mecca of orchid hybridising, the Eric Young Orchid Foundation, on the
island of Jersey.
Interestingly, as a young man, Frederick Kropp would rather have done anything than orchid growing,
preferring engineering. In later years, however, he became Chairman of the Orchid Review Ltd.

Frederick Kropp Sander 1876-1950

© Peter Sander

As a young man, Louis was apprenticed to Baronne Alice de Rothschild in the South of France. (The
Sander family had a long association with the Rothschilds and supplied plants to Waddesdon Manor and
their London house.) Louis then travelled to Germany to complete his knowledge of horticulture. He was,
William Watson is seated on the left next to
Frederick. Behind are the three Sander sons.

consequently, a brilliant linguist which served him well in building up business on his travels around Europe

© Peter Sander

and the USA.
Louis managed the Bruges concern skilfully. He was determined to protect these nurseries even as the
German military occupied the city in 1914. On joining the British army, he survived the horrors of the
Somme; his subsequent ill health dogged him for the rest of his life. Nevertheless, he developed the Bruges
nursery into one of the largest in Europe. He married a Belgian woman, Nelly, with whom he had 4
children. His obituary describes him as “a perfect, honest gentleman … a thoughtful and kindly man.”
Louis was buried in Belgium.
Louis Lohman Sander 1878-1936

© Peter Sander

© Peter Sander

Mrs Sander’s
unmarried Fearnley
female relatives are
also buried in the
Hatfield Road
Cemetery plot.
It is possible that this
is one of them.

© Bill Thompson

A charming informal family group. Frederick
and Elizabeth Sander with the three Moon
children. C1901 © Bill Thompson
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Sander was a great
Anglophile who loved
British customs, clothing,
food and architecture. This
image taken in Bruges,
however, shows him with his
great friend, Charles
Steinmetz, wearing rather unBritish clogs and his signature
cape and top hat.
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Henry Frederick Sander & Henry Moon:
THE MOON FAMILY
The Moon
family home,
Herbert Lodge,
on 178 London
Road.

Henry Moon – Early Years
Henry George Moon was born in Barnet in 1857, the
son of a parliamentary agent. He attended Dr Bell’s
School in Barnet until 1866. However, one day, a
fellow pupil recalled that a mysterious silence fell over
the boys when it was revealed that Henry’s father had
died and he had to go home; he was now the head of
the family. In 1878, after studying for some years at
Birkbeck and St Martin’s schools of art, he felt obliged
to join a firm of solicitors as a clerk; being the oldest
male in a good sized family, taking on a salaried career
would have been his duty. Nevertheless, he persevered
in his artistic work and was invited to become an
illustrator for the very popular magazine, The Garden,
edited by William Robinson. It isn’t known when
Henry left the law practice but by 1884, Robinson sent
Henry on an assignment to make drawings at Sander’s
Orchids. Subsequently, when Frederick Sander was
looking for an illustrator for his magnum opus,
Reichenbachia, Henry Moon’s name came up.

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

Henry Moon – Family Man
Henry eventually moved to St Albans in 1892
with his mother, Edith, and his sister, Edith. Here
in St Albans, romance blossomed for Henry and in
January 1894, he married Frederick Sander’s only
daughter, Diederike, at St Albans Abbey, settling
into their family house, Herbert Lodge, at 178
London Road.
In 1895, their first son, Henry Frederick was born,
then in 1897, Philip Edward, followed by Alice
Edith in 1900.
Photographs show that he
obviously enjoyed playing with his 3 beautiful
children.
He was an energetic and athletic man who liked
nothing more than being outdoors. In addition to
landscape painting, he enjoyed fishing and
walking miles to his favourite haunts.
Henry died in 1905 from consumption. He was
only 48.

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

Henry as a young man

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

Thought to be
Edith Moon, Henry’s
sister.

©Bill Thompson

Possibly Susan Thorlby,
also Henry’s sister,
(born before his
father’s marriage) to a
farmer’s daughter in
Lincolnshire.

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

The three children wearing costumes. Is it possible that they participated in the St Albans’ pageants? ©Bill Thompson
©Bill Thompson

ALICE EDITH
Alice Edith married Lionel Field Thompson in 1927 and she
had three children; Philip William, Robert and Laeticia.
Edith died in Thirsk in 1963. Her oldest son, Bill, has
supplied all the Moon family photos for this exhibition.
©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

PHILIP

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

©Bill Thompson

Philp’s death in 1916
is commemorated at
his grandfather’s
grave, on the war
memorial in St Peter’s
Street and at St Albans
School.

Philip, two years younger than Henry,
couldn’t wait to take the king’s shilling in
WW1. He admired the 152nd Seaforth and
Cameron Brigade (later the Argyll and
Southerners) in their kilts. They were billeted
near St Albans and Henry soon joined. It
was July 1915. His nephew tells me that he
was somewhat taken aback when he found
that the soldiers only used Gaelic when they
spoke amongst themselves! He saw 2 short
tours of duty at the front, and then in March
2016, after having been in the trenches for 4
months, the regiment was redeployed to an
area called the Labyrinth where the opposing
front lines were so close together and
intertwined that in some places, No-man'sland was only a distance of 10 yards. The
locality was ‘a running sore for both sides.’
It seems that Phillip was one of 30 soldiers
blown to smithereens by a grenade or bomb
hurled into their trench from the German
lines on April 28th 2016. His remains were
not found.

HENRY FREDERICK
Henry Frederick in Argentina
© Bill Thompson

Henry Frederick at his studies.
© Bill Thompson

Information gained from an unpublished booklet written
by Peter Herbert, former proprietor of Gravetye Manor.

Henry Frederick was educated at St Albans School
and Bishop Stortford College.
After an
engineering apprenticeship, he signed on in 1914
and soon gained his commission, finishing the war
as a lieutenant in the Royal Engineers. He married
Lucy Yvonne Sadler in 1917 with whom he had 3
children. Henry travelled a good deal with his
work as an engineer and in the late 20s/early 30s,
he was working for the Iraq Petroleum Co on a
pipeline from Kirkuk to Tripoli and Haifa.
Shockingly, Henry, whilst taking leave in Beirut,
was found in his room in a private house with a
bullet through his head. A verdict of suicide was
hastily declared by the French authorities although
later independent investigations revealed that the
bullet found in his head was not of the same
calibre as those found in the gun by his side.
Yvonne was convinced that he was murdered
although the motive was unclear; possibly to do
with local land rights; possibly to do with rival oil
firms …. who knows. The strangest thing of all
was that Yvonne received a Civil Service widow’s
pension. Information gained from an unpublished booklet
written by Peter Herbert, former manager of Gravetye Manor.
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Henry Frederick and
Lucy Yvonne on
their wedding day in
1917 © Bill Thompson

Henry Frederick Sander & Henry Moon:
HENRY MOON – HIS WORK
© Bill Thompson

© Peter Sander

Cottages at London Colney 1893
© Gravetye Manor

© Bill Thompson
Botanical Drawing
“His floral pictures were never diagrams, but living
studies, full of tender and exquisite feeling. The
same great qualities are seen in his pencil sketches,
which strike one as imbued with such certainty and
tender feeling for form, that one does not miss the
colour. One simple little sketch of primroses …
(shows) … how easily and naturally the true artist
works, without mannerisms or formula, and with
methods entirely his own.”

© Bill Thompson

© Bill Thompson

Landscapes
“Some people who admire his landscapes
regret that he should have spent so much
time on flower painting for reproduction …”
“He was a great walker and would think
nothing of going twenty miles to make the
most careful studies of trees, flowers and
plants. His favourite spot was Epping
Forest, and he knew and painted the country
all around East Bergholt and Essex , besides
the Norfolk Broads. Strongly influenced by
Corot, his love of willows and poplars, with
their silvery green-grey tones of diffused
luminosity appealed to him, but he was
impressed with the great qualities of other
painters, Boudin, for instance, Constable,
Gainsborough and the Brabizon School
generally.”

The English Illustrated Magazine, Feb 1913 by J C
McAllister

Thornwick Bay 1898

“He always painted one flower in each group as its
focus or most important point, and the leafcolouring was always studied from nature and not
merely a conventional green ... His outlines were
of the slightest, often done with a brush dipped in
local colour ... and were then finished with a full
brush of the predominant colour. His powers as a
pure colourist were remarkable…”

©Bill Thompson

William Robinson 1905

Village of
Forelmere 1904

©Bill Thompson

The English Illustrated Magazine, Feb 1913
by J C McAllister

©Bill Thompson

© Bill Thompson

The Moo-Kit Club
Henry found time to encourage other young artists and, in partnership with another local artist, Frederick
Kitton, he established the Mookit Club here in St Albans. In this group picture you can see Henry in the
top left hand corner. They must have been having a life drawing class; the only female in the room as its
subject. Incidentally, Frederick Kitton is also buried at Hatfield Road Cemetery.

© Gravetye Manor
© Gravetye Manor

©Bill Thompson

Gravetye Manor today

© Bill Thompson

Gravetye Manor – the home of
William Robinson
Robinson bought Gravetye Manor
and its estate in 1883 from the
proceeds of his very popular writing
and editing. It was here that he was
able to put into practice his doctrine
of the English flower garden. Henry
Moon became a close friend and
would escape to Gravetye where he
could paint, walk and go fishing in
the peace of the Sussex countryside.

Henry fishing in the pond
below the wild meadow at
Gravetye © Bill Thompson

Serving Two Masters
Henry’s first employer as an artist was William Robinson (whose own story as a horticulturist is extraordinary)
encouraged Henry’s natural talent to convey a soft naturalism in his work. By all accounts, Robinson was
well-liked and respected in all sections of society. He was a member of the Linnean Society, having close links
with Joseph Hooker and Charles Darwin. He was a prolific writer and adherent of the Arts and Crafts
movement; so evident in his beautiful home at Gravetye Manor. He corresponded with John Ruskin, BurneJones and Charles Kingsley. And above all, he maintained a close friendship with Gertrude Jekyll. Robinson
was the foremost champion of the English country garden. He fought against the Victorian idea of the highlycoloured ranks of bedding plants in geometric patterns. His garden was stuffed with native plants in all their
glorious naturalness.
Frederick Sander, on the other hand, was a genius at propagating orchids; in fact, he was supplying the very
families who would be maintaining the formal gardens much criticised by Robinson, the Rothschilds at
Waddesdon Manor being a perfect example.
The well-known conflict between Sander and Moon over his depiction of orchids in the Reichenbachia is more
understandable in this context.

Reichenbachia

H G Moon at Gravetye

© Bill Thompson

© Gravetye Manor
© Bill Thompson

Dendrobium wardiaman
Reichenbachia

© Peter Sander

Extract from the obituary of Henry George Moon
written by Frederick’s grandson, David Sander.
© Peter Sander

Portraits
“Though his chief works
were landscapes, he
sometimes painted
portraits. A friend who sat
to (sic) him as well as
Carulus Duran, the chief of
the French Academy in
Rome, said the portrait by
Moon was the finer.”

© Bill Thompson

The English Illustrated
Magazine, Feb 1913 by J C
McAllister

“George (Henry) Moon painted what he saw. This
conflicted considerably … with my grandfather’s
idea of business! Odontoglossum crispum
alexandrae is surely an absolutely perfect picture of
an orchid.! .. Look at Dendrobium wardiaman; I
was able to … place it on an easel in an art gallery
in London. Adjacent to it I staged a single specimen
… The truthfulness of the picture was truly
remarkable, every detail being correct. Cattleya
dowiana … even shows the typical yellowing of the
leaves and sheath and mosaicing of the backbulbs,
which so often precedes collapse of a plant…. I can
imagine the argument George Moon had with his
then employer, Mr Sander! How provoked to
anger by Sander’s insistence on a bigger pseudobulb
and better portrayal of the ‘size to which it can be
grown’ and the artist’s probable refusal to go on
with the picture except as he saw it.”

Cattleya mendelii Duke of Marlborough
Reichenbachia © Peter Sander
© Bill Thompson
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Cattleya dowiana
Reichenbachia

© Peter Sander

Odontoglossum crispum alexandrae
Maxillaria sanderiana
Reichenbachia © Peter Sander
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Henry Frederick Sander & Henry Moon:
THE SANDER LEGACY
REICHENBACHIA

Cypripedium rothschildianum,

1888, bears the name of Baron
Ferdinand de Rothschild of
Waddesdon Manor.

© Peter Sander

Cypripedium
tautzianum, a hybrid

created by Messrs Veitch
& Sons, Sander’s rivals.
It first flowered in 1887.

© Peter Sander

Dendrobium (Hybridium)
Melanodiscus. A hybrid
raised in the collection of
Sir Trevor Lawrence,
1887.

© Peter Sander

Reichenbachia: Orchids Illustrated and Described was a four-

750mm

volume text created by Frederick Sander. It features life-size
illustrations and descriptions of nearly two hundred orchids
with text in English, French and German. It was named in
honour of the orchidologist Heinrich Gustav Reichenbach.
Work began in 1886 and lasted until 1890, with the first volume
being published in 1888. The subsequent three volumes were
published in two-year intervals.
Reichenbachia was created as a two-series set having two
volumes per series, with two separate editions being published.
The folio edition measures 550 by 410 mm, and the rare
Imperial Edition, of which 100 copies were made, measures 750
by 600 mm, weighing 44 pounds per volume. The four
volumes were dedicated to Queen Victoria; Augusta Victoria of
Schleswig Holstein, Empress of Germany and Queen of Prussia;
Maria Feodorovna, Empress of Russia; and Marie Henrietta of
Austria respectively.

600mm

Paintings by George Henry Moon

Henry Moon was employed to create depictions of “the best flowering plants

available to Moon in the St Albans nursery which were ‘live at the time’. The
selection of plants was chosen also to balance species and hybrids and to
balance the numbers of each genera. There are naturally fewer paintings of
less showy orchids.” Peter Sander 2018
They would then be translated into wood blocks. Then chromolithographs
were produced using as many as 20 different colour inks. This extraordinary
work cost Sander £7,000; he maintained that it almost broke him. Whilst
most of the paintings (177/192) were created by Henry Moon, we mustn’t
forget that 6 other artists contributed too, including one woman, Alice Helen
Loch.

Vanda sanderiana, the

orchid that made Sander’s
name in 1882

© Peter Sander

Each plant was minutely described and complex instructions given
for maintaining a healthy plant.

A tribute in stone to Frederick Sander in the Lady Chapel of
the Cathedral & Abbey Church of St Alban. © Peter Sander
The information board at the
Salvation Army halt describes how
goods and people used the Hatfield &
St Albans branch line, now the Alban
Way.

On the Alban Way.

Sander

In 1894, sensing that the orchid market was being
saturated, Sander set up a nursery in St Andre on
the outskirts of Bruges so that he could be nearer
his European customers. It was to become the
biggest nursery in Europe … and not entirely
devoted to orchids. It was celebrated for its bay
trees, azaleas, palms and ferns. There were 240
glasshouses, a smithy, carpenter’s shop, casemakers,
barrel-coopers,
packers
and
merchandisers. Sander took to spending half the
week in St Albans and the other half in Bruges; the
journey by train and steamer taking 8 hours. This
routine continued for 12 years. His sons Fearnley
and Louis were given charge of the ‘Bruges farm’.
The old offices & packing shed are now the Hotel Olympia.
© Peter Sander

The platform at the Salvation Army halt on
the old railway was used by Sander’s
employees. It stood next to the Sander’s
goods siding.

LAST RESTING PLACE

Henry and
Dietriche Moon’s
family home,
Herbert Lodge at
178 London Road
- then and now.

was introduced by Sander
from the Pacific Islands, first
flowering in 1889 © Peter

BRUGES

ST ALBANS

Name of a residential property
built on what had been land
belonging to Sander’s Orchids
on Cecil Road.

Dendrobium phalaenopsis

In November 1920, in severe pain and suffering from an
ongoing rupture problem, Frederick travelled to Bruges
for an operation. He knew he was likely to die and
deeply regretted leaving the already frail Elizabeth in St
Albans. He laid plans for his wife to receive a letter
from him every day from a pile he had stacked up in the
sideboard and he gave Louis instructions to encourage
her to visit the children. In his last letter to a Dr August
in Frankfurt, he wrote, “ This illness will be the end of
me. How are the plants I sent you? Are they still alive?”
(Despite these trying circumstances, his mind was still on
his orchids!)
He died on December 23rd 1920 following complications
from the operation. It was agreed that a Sander’s cart
should be spruced up and properly adorned to carry his
body; it was pulled by four black horses the 18 miles
from St Andre to Ostend whilst Fearnley, Louis and
Louis’ fiancé, Nelly, walked alongside the cart. He was
transferred to a Cockerill Line ferry, (so familiar to
Frederick and his family), while sirens blew and flags
fluttered at half mast.
Frederick Sander was buried in the family plot in
Hatfield Road Cemetery alongside Henry Moon on
December 30th 1920.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HONOURS
RHS Victoria Medal of Honour
Belgian Order of the Crown
Prix d’Honneur
Veitchian Cup
Coronation Challenge Cup
41 Gold Medals
24 Silver Cups
100s of trophies and diplomas
Baron of the Russian Empire

Sander’s Bruges home & office, now in
Frederik Sanderlaan, are now a branch
of Bruges Social services.
© Peter Sander

©Bill Thompson
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